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Abstract: 5G systems are putting increasing pressure on Telecom operators to enhance users’
experience, leading to the development of more techniques with the aim of improving service
quality. However, it is essential to take into consideration not only users’ demands but also service
providers’ interests. In this work, we explore policies that satisfy both views. We first formulate a
mathematical model to compute End-to-End (E2E) delay experienced by mobile users in Multi-access
Edge Computing (MEC) environments. Then, dynamic Virtual Machine (VM) allocation policies
are presented, with the objective of satisfying mobile users Quality of Service (QoS) requirements,
while optimally using the cloud resources by exploiting VM resource reuse.Thus, maximizing the
service providers’ profit should be ensured while providing the service required by users. We further
demonstrate the benefits of these policies in comparison with previous works.

Keywords: multi-access edge computing; 5G; service migration; QoS

1. Introduction

Virtualization is being widely employed with the boom of Cloud Computing (CC). Additionally,
MEC is becoming the emerging trend in CC. 5G telecom operators promise improved latency-sensitive
services for mobile users, and envision moving data centers or just computational resources closer to
their clients, as the means to enable such level of performance. However, this near-user deployment
directly exposes the services to clients’ mobility, making mobility management more challenging
and calling for careful service management to keep Service Level Agreement (SLA) limits preserved.
Specifically, because as the user moves, other MEC hosts may be best suited, but context needs to
be transferred and services reallocated. To facilitate mobility management, numerous techniques
have been proposed. Some of these techniques address task offloading and optimal service migration,
in addition to improved handover mechanisms. Following these techniques, service migration is
often translated into proactive provisioning of the Cloud physical resources, in an optimal way to
serve the changing needs of customers. While storage and computational resources are easy to be
provisioned efficiently, latency requirements are more complex to account for. Also, the provider’s
interest (SLA, cost, and resources) should be taken into consideration as well as the users’ needs
(mostly SLA as cost is frequently fixed for a long period). Hence comes the need to come up with an
optimal service migration policy, which satisfies the users´ needs, and provides optimal use of the
cloud resources, from the point of view the of service providers.

Given that it is expected that users will share some commonality in their behavior, and applications
they use, the consequence is the existence of commonalities in the operations executed by applications
and services offloaded to the MEC subsystem. We envision that this particular aspect can be used to
further optimize network management operations, both towards reducing the cost of allocating MEC
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applications and services, and towards providing better performance figures. In particular, we focus
on the impact to the latency experienced by users.

Our work addresses these issues, leading the way towards solutions providing enhanced service
for MEC-enabled future networks, where there are resource and behavior commonality. The main
contributions presented can be summarized as follows:

• Identify the main contributors to the delay in MEC environments and formulate a pragmatic
mathematical model for E2E delay experienced by mobile users.

• Propose dynamic VM allocation policies to achieve minimal resources provisioning for VMs
while satisfying the delay constraints defined for the service.

We further compare the proposed allocation strategies with two referenced approaches:
always migrate and static placement (also referred to as never migrate).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe other related works. The user
experienced delay modeling is formally described in Section 3, including the factors influencing delay.
Three algorithms for dynamic VM allocation are presented in Section 4, and then evaluated in Section 5.
Finally, the conclusions and future work are detailed in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Although VM migration has been thoroughly studied in Virtualized Edge (VE) environments to
minimize delay [1–3], efficient resource use has not been considered a principal objective in such studies.
However, optimal resource use has been a main focus of numerous works in CC environments [4–7],
as the resources required rapidly scale with the service popularity.

As we aim to achieve improved resources use on a pool of MEC hosts, we acknowledge that
VM allocation policies may benefit from VMs commonality, as similar VMs may share high amount
of memory and storage pages. This is present in current operating systems in features such as the
Linux Same Page Merging, helped by VM ballooning, and has been studied at larger scales in much
research [8].

In scenarios where VMs are migrated across the infrastructure, taking advantage of shared pages
helps to accelerate the migration process significantly [9]. It also helps allocate less resources for the VM
on the same host. Effective policies must take this into consideration, as simple decisions between using
host A or B can result in better performance. To illustrate this fact, it can be considered the situation of
migrating a VM that commonly has a persistent connection with the destination host. Moving this
VM nearer to the target host will help freeing an amount of Bandwidth (BW) across the network, or if
the host where the VM resides is BW constricted, VMs can be moved to alleviate its resource usage.
It should be noticed that network BW also generates load and resource usage at other components,
especially the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and input-output subsystems, leading to issues such
as Interrupt Request (IRQ) storms. Being aware of these issues is a common part of the operational
envelope in cloud deployments and is vital for optimal infrastructure usage. Edge computing adds an
additional dimension due to user mobility, and its impact in the edge computing infrastructure.

Some techniques were proposed to optimally use the host resources by reducing the size of
memory and disk allocated for the VM when migrated, such as ballooning, hash-based compression,
and memory deduplication techniques [10]. In the ballooning process, the nonessential data is
flushed out of memory and only a smaller working set is transferred, the rest of the data is paged as
needed. Hash-Based Compression implicates sending a hash of data blocks instead of the data itself.
When hashes of the same value are found on the destination node, the data is copied from the local
storage instead of transferring it from the source host.

Deduplication based on block sharing and page sharing among VMs can also be exploited to
reduce the disk state size, where the pre-existence of a VM template and software installer packages
on the destination accelerate the migration, as the data blocks that already exist on both sides will
not be sent. The same applies when there happens to be a similarity between a migrated VM and a
pre-deployed VMs on the target node [8].
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Another explored optimization source is the exploration of VM commonalities to achieve optimal
placement, by considering hosts with similar VMs to the migrated one as more suitable to be target
hosts. With the polarization towards popular applications and a small set of smartphone vendors,
MEC apps supporting a pool of users tend to have high levels of commonalities.

Several approaches exploiting the principle of memory similarities between VMs to achieve
optimal placement and migration have already been suggested in previous works such as [11–13].
However, these approaches were proposed for Cloud environments, for the purpose of reducing
migration downtime. Edge networks greatly increase the performance requirements and the
effectiveness of these mechanisms as the network resources may not be as abundant as in the
cloud, computational pools are smaller and there is a greater dependency between service and
customer locations.

Reference [11] describes methods for placing virtual machines among physical hosts based on the
number of identical memory pages between every pair of VMs. According to this proposal, the process
is started when a software image content classification is performed for each of the plurality of virtual
machines. The solutions identify two or more of the VMs with several common memory pages greater
than an administratively set threshold. Then, the proposed solution performs dynamic migration of
the first of the two or more VMs to a physical server. Because pages are shared, both the amount of
traffic produced into the network and the resulting migration time will be reduced. Exploiting same
host deduplication techniques, such as Linux Same Page merging, further increases the impact. As a
drawback, the process becomes slightly more complex as the analysis stage must take place before the
actual migration.

In [13], a memory fingerprinting technique was first proposed to identify VMs with high
page sharing potential. These fingerprints are deducted from the memory contents of the VMs.
Then, a system called “Memory Buddies” was proposed, which tries to exploit page sharing by
co-locating VMs intelligently within a data center. Both initial placement and VM migration are used
to achieve such co-location.

While previous works exploit memory sharing to identify the optimal migration target, the work
in [12] exploits memory similarity to perform efficient migrations in terms of reducing migration time.
The contents of the VMs residing on the source and the destination hosts are described using unique
signatures, which are hash identifiers derived by applying a predetermined hash function to the
associated content. The signatures of the source and target hosts VMs are compared. When similarity
is determined, only the signature is sent from the source to the destination instead of the content.
Thus, exploiting the shared memory among VMs to reduce migration time. A similar approach was
implemented in [14] but for storage resources, and is much relevant as it is typical for an infrastructure
to use a reduced number of base operating systems and distributions.

While these solutions may be viable to MEC scenarios, they could hardly cope with the dynamism
required due to user mobility and behavior. It should be noticed that in a datacenter, the set of services
provided presents some stability, or at least services are longer lived than code offloaded to a MEC
host. Moreover, datacenters are arranged in clusters following a pyramidal scheme with multiple
layers of traffic/load balancing. Thus, page analysis and comparison between all VM instances are
both viable and practical, even when using processes that are prone to additional computation and
higher latency. For a MEC scenario, we argue that this may not be true as there is little time to perform
analysis steps, or that the analysis will incur in unacceptable overhead due to the frequent updates,
over a network that is not so powerful as a large datacenter. However, techniques to reduce migration
time and VM instantiation are extremely helpful to enable network optimization, while limiting the
impact to services, especially those with low latency characteristics. We also argue that most offloaded
applications are previously known to the Telecom provider, or can be analyzed a priori as the pool is
small, even if only focusing on strongly static memory pages. This is the case for most of the operating
system, shared libraries and application text area, and will exclude the kernel and application stack
and heap sections.
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In this work, we propose and evaluate three dynamic VM allocation policies to optimally use
the VE resources. These policies are analysed and compared against two conventional approaches:
static deployments, also called the never migrate strategy, and the follow-me cloud [15], also referred
to as always migrate strategy. In the never migrate approach, the initial placement of the VMs on the
host does not change, and is determined by the service usage pattern by the user. That is, the service is
instantiated in a MEC host near the user location, and this host will be always used, independently
of the user location. In the always migrate approach, the VM associated with a mobile user moves
in harmony with its movement, in an attempt to provide the lowest possible latency. As there has
been no previous work in MEC where both experienced latency and resource use were regarded as
objectives simultaneously, we chose these two reference approaches.

3. User Experienced Delay Modeling

Numerous factors contribute to the measurement of user experience quality, such as latency,
packet loss, jitter, and bandwidth. Many QoS-oriented metrics regard latency as the principal indicator
of service delivery quality [16,17], especially when user interaction is involved. However, in contrast
to bandwidth, which has observed gigantic improvements over the history of telecommunications,
latency has evolved at a slower pace and currently presents limitations to several systems [18]. This is
especially relevant for future network architectures, such as 5G and beyond, which flag latency
reduction as a major improvement over previous networks, to enable new scenarios for fog computing,
MEC, and generalized tactile Internet. Our work is particularly focused on such environments,
and in particular on latency minimization for MEC with mobile users, as this is one of the Network
Performance Indicators (NPIs) for MEC applications.

Several factors significantly contribute to the latency experienced by mobile users in a MEC
scenario and some are specific to the offload process. They are: (a) task upload latency, (b) scheduling
latency, (c) task processing latency, and (d) task results download latency. These tasks should not be
seen with a High performance computing (HPC) focus, as the tasks exist in any request/response
interaction model. In this scope, the total delay (Dtotal) experienced by a user can be expressed as
Equation (1).

Dtotal = Dupload + Dscheduling + Dprocessing + Ddownload (1)

These delays are depicted in Figure 1, which details how they are distributed in a
virtualized infrastructure.

Figure 1. Delay types in multi-access edge computing.
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The following subsections detail the modeling of each component in Equation (1).

3.1. Communication Delay Modeling

The communication delay consists of the upload delay and download delay. The upload delay
(Dupload) refers to the time needed for the user to transmit its computing task to an edge node. This delay
is mainly affected by the task input file size (e.g., a photo), the bandwidth effectively allocated to the
user-network connection, and the distance between the user and the edge node. The first aspect is
mostly influenced by technology and commercial contracts, while the second is what drives MEC and
other forms of edge computing.

Considering a task, denoted by T, has the characteristics {Tin, Tl , Tout, Tdeadline}, where Tin is the
task input file size, Tl is the task length and is measured by Millions of Instructions (MI). Tout is the
output file size resulting from the task execution. Tdeadline is the task deadline which if violated, the task
will be regarded as failed.

Dupload =
Tin
R

(2)

Symbol R represents the bit rate expressed in bits per second (bps). Considering that the theoretical
maximum data rate of a noisy channel derived from Shannon’s Capacity law, is given as in Equation (3).

Capacity = BW · log2(1 + SNR) (3)

BW is the bandwidth of the communication channel and SNR is the signal to noise ratio. From
Equations (2) and (3), we can define the task upload delay as in Equation (4).

Dupload >
Tin

BW · log2(1 + SNR)
(4)

The download delay (Ddownload), similar to Dupload, is related to the user-network connection
bandwidth, the size of the computation result, and the distance between the user and the serving
node. It should be noticed that in the access segments of telecommunication networks, it is common
for resources to be allocated in an asymmetric manner, resulting in differentiated download and
upload delays. Moreover, there may be an asymmetry between the size of task input and output
(e.g., an image versus a JSON object). When the serving node is different from the computing one,
then the transmission delay between the nodes is added to the download delay. The download delay
is thus expressed as in Equation (5).

Ddownload >
Tout

BW ′ · log2(1 + SNR′)
(5)

BW ′ and SNR′ are the bandwidth and signal to noise ratio corresponding to the download channel.
From Equations (4) and (5), the communication delay formula can be written as in Equation (6).

DCommunication >
Tin

BW · log2(1 + SNR)
+

Tout

BW ′ · log2(1 + SNR′)
(6)

These are slightly optimistic absolute values, as the Shannon capacity is never perfectly achieved.
Still, the analysis is valid to derive relative values for the potential improvement of resource sharing
solutions that are constrained by the communication delay.

3.2. Processing Delay Modeling

Let each Virtual Machine have the following characteristics {Vc, Vmips, VPesNumber,Vram,Vstorage},
where Vc represents the computing speed of the VM, VPesNumber refers to the number of processors
used at the VM level and Vmips represents the VM processor capability, which is measured in Millions
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of Instructions Per Second (MIPS). Therefore, the processing latency, which refers to the amount of
time needed to process the task on the cloud node can be expressed as in [19] (Equation (7)).

Dprocessing =
Tl
Vc

(7)

The computing speed of the VM, for a fully predictable processor environment, is defined
according to Equation (8).

Vc = Vmips ·VPesNumber (8)

Therefore, the processing delay can be expressed as in Equation (9).

Dprocessing =
Tl

VmipsVPesNumber
(9)

We assume a perfect CPU with known and stable MIPS efficiency over a range of tasks. This is
not true with real software as it does not capture the efficiency of executing the said task. However,
doing fixed tasks over objects, such as recognizing objects in a picture, will result in a mostly constant
computation time for the same algorithm and picture size. Once again we will focus on the relative
effectiveness of our solutions as execution efficiency would impact different solutions in similar ways.

3.3. Scheduling Delay Modeling

The scheduling latency (Dschedule) is the outcome of both VM scheduling and task scheduling
procedures in the cloud. VM scheduling delay is a result of the policy implemented to assigning VMs to
the physical hosts [20], whereas the task scheduling delay is due to the mechanism and policy adopted
to distribute the users´ submitted tasks to the system VM [21]. This usually is the responsibility of the
orchestrator in a multi-tier edge computing platform [22]. The tasks are presumed to be buffered in
a queue before being submitted to the adequate VM chosen by the orchestration policy. This can be
represented as in Equation (10).

DScheduling = DVmScheduling + DTaskScheduling (10)

From the perspective of a cloud infrastructure, task scheduling delay can be modeled as a
stochastic process. Considering a cloud computing system where the tasks arrive with a mean rate of
λ (as users interact with their smartphones and move around), and the mean number of users in the
system queue is Lq. The mean waiting time spent by the task in the system, which represents the task
scheduling delay, can be expressed using the queuing formula in [23] (Equation (11)).

DTaskScheduling =
Lq

λ
(11)

Considering a CC system with a single task queue and c identical (homogeneous) servers in
parallel, the mean number of customers in the queue can be determined as in [24] (Equation (12)).

Lq =
P0(

λ
µ )

cρ

c!(1− ρ)2 (12)

Therefore, the task scheduling delay can be defined by the formula in Equation (13)

DTaskScheduling =
P0(

λ
µ )

cρ

c!(1− ρ)2λ
(13)
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P0 denotes the probability that there are no customers in the system, ρ is the use of the server.
It also represents the probability that the server is busy or the proportion of time the server is busy.
Symbol µ represents the mean service rate, and the relation can be expressed as in Equation (14).

ρ =
λ

cµ
(14)

From Equations (6), (9), and (13), we can define the End-to-End delay in Equation (15).

D >
Tin

BW · log2(1 + SNR)
+

Tout

BW ′ · log2(1 + SNR′)
+

+DVmScheduling +
P0(

λ
µ )

cρ

c!(1− ρ)2λ
+

Tl
VmipsVPesNumber

(15)

In a typical CC environment, VM scheduling delay is insignificant, or at least small, as VMs
deployment among data-centers is already established preceding to the task offloading process.
However, when the VM assigned to a User Equipment (UE) is not ready at the moment that the
computing task is being offloaded, the user will experience an additional delay, resulting from the
VM instantiation on that specific physical hosts or the migration of the VM from one host to another.
This delay is more substantial in MEC environments, where the concept of moving the VM in parallel
to the user movement is used as a mean to maintain a controlled quality of service [15]. Even if this
coordination method is not used, VM migration can still occur as a result of maintenance or failure
recovery mechanisms. From an optimization perspective, the capability of dynamically migrating VMs
in the infrastructure is beneficial in order to handle the potential over-use of one host computational
resources. To illustrate this we can consider that edge hosts near popular monuments, or in the cities
downtown, will have a higher number of Machine Learning (ML) tasks related to object or scene
detection/classification. Thus, in a MEC platform, VM allocation delay, which is normally associated
with VM scheduling delay, may be relevant, and must be minimized in order for the provider to
support highly available, low latency services.

The VM dynamic allocation procedure is normally performed by management daemons running
on the VMs of the source and destination hosts. These are responsible for creating a new VM
on the target host, and coordinating the transfer of live system state between the two hosts [25].
Several approaches can be used for this process, being live and cold VM migration broadly the most
common approaches, and the choices with most relevant impact to our context.

When following a cold migration strategy, the VM is completely turned off, which means freezing
the memory and all state to files. These files are then moved from one physical server to another,
and used to resume the execution at the new location. This is suitable for poorly available server
environments, and predictable management operations, but not at all suited for dynamic optimization
in MEC environments.

In the case of live migration, a running virtual machine is moved between physical servers [26],
while running and with minimal disruption. Live migration itself has several sub-strategies,
with pre-copy and post-copy being the most prevalent ones. In the pre-copy strategy, all memory
pages are first transferred, then the dirty pages are copied iteratively. When the page dirtying rate
becomes small, the VM is suspended and only CPU state and remaining dirty pages in the last round
are sent out to the destination [25]. In the post-copy strategy [27], the VM execution is suspended at
the source, then the minimal CPU state is moved to the destination host. The VM is resumed at the
destination host, and the virtualization infrastructure begins fetching memory pages over the network
from the source as required. Essentially, post-copying infrastructures transfer the memory just once,
thus avoiding duplicate transmission overhead of pre-copying strategy. However, the downtime is
usually higher than the one experienced in the pre-copy approach [27].
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The migration delay refers to the time needed to move the entire VM state from the source to
the target edge host. This delay is highly dependent on several factors, deriving from capacity and
architectural decisions. For example, VM migration in a Local Area Network (LAN) environment
is quite different from the migration in a Wide Area Network (WAN). The former may imply the
transfer of the memory state alone, as the disk state is presumably stored on some shared networked
storage (SAN/NAS) so that it can be immediately accessible to any destination host. Furthermore,
LAN migration may not call for Internet Protocol (IP) address change. Meanwhile, WAN-based
migration may implicate the transfer of both memory and disk states if a SAN does not span multiple
data centers. It may also require obtaining a new IP address [28], and Software Defined Network
(SDN)-based indirection, or proxies must be developed in order to keep application endpoints stable
(to support long-lived sessions).

In this work, we propose a model characterizing pre-copy VM migration delay. The model is
focused on aspects directly related to VM migration, such as disk (full disk or just changes from a
disk-based snapshot) and memory transfer time, which is the norm for WAN migration and LAN with
storage migration. Meanwhile, the model disregards the time needed for selecting the destination,
as well as the latency resulting from IP address reconfiguration as their are not clearly characterized by
state of the art works.

Independently of the specific mechanism, migration delay is correlated with the memory state
size, whose size is volatile. When transferring the memory image of a running Operating System (OS),
the page dirty rate is the main contributor to the memory size when the pre-copy strategy is carried out.

We propose exploiting the fact that applications can be characterized (some at least), and the cost
of knowing if two edge hosts are running the same application is reduced, therefore avoiding the need
for greedy search and bulk page comparison. In our case, we preselect candidate edge hosts that have
the same application (hence, a similar VM) running, in an attempt to minimize resource usage and
migration delay.

Taking as an example the Xen hypervisor, the pre-copy migration mechanics used considers that
the entire Random Access Memory (RAM) is sent first, and the memory pages modified are transferred
to the destination in an iterative manner. Then, the transmission will be stopped when one of the
following conditions is met [29]:

• Condition 1: Less than 50 pages were dirtied during the last pre-copy iteration.
• Condition 2: 29 pre-copy iterations have been realized.
• Condition 3: More than 3 times the total amount of RAM provisioned to the VM has been copied

to the target node.

After one of these conditions is realized, the VM on the source is deactivated and a final RAM
transfer round is performed.

Considering an average page dirtying rate ω measured in pages per second, the modified memory
at each iteration is defined as P according to Equation (16).

P = ω× ceiling(
Vram

PageSize
) (16)

Page size is usually determined by the processor architecture. Commonly, the page size is
4096 bytes. If the number of iterations needed for memory transmission is n, then the total amount of
memory transmitted is M, as in Equation (17), with Vram defined as in Equation (18).

M = Vram + PageSize · P · n (17)

Vram ≤ M ≤ 5 ·Vram − 1 · page (18)

The lower bound of the memory (M) represents the case where RAM transmission needs a single
iteration and the upper bound considers the case where the entire memory pages are being modified
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in each iteration. These bounds are further explained in [29]. Considering the second condition where
n ≤ 29. The VM migration time is then given as in Equation (19).

DVmScheduling = MigrationTime =
Vstorage + M

R′′
=

Vstorage + Vram + PageSize · P · n
R′′

=
Vstorage + Vram + PageSize ·ω · ceiling( Vram

PageSize ) · n
R′′

(19)

Considering an optimal condition with a maximum bit rate equal to the channel capacity,
and considering the VM scheduling delay equal to the VM migration delay, then we can express
this time as in Equation (20).

DVmScheduling =
Vstorage + Vram

BW ′′ · log2(1 + SNR′′)
+

PageSize ·ω · ceiling( Vram
PageSize ) · n

BW ′′ · log2(1 + SNR′′)
(20)

3.4. E2E Influential Factors

From Equations (15) and (20), we can write the final E2E delay formula as in Equation (21).

D =
Tin

BW · log2(1 + SNR)
+

Tout

BW ′ · log2(1 + SNR′)
+

Tl
VmipsVPesNumber

+
P0(

λ
µ )

cρ

c!(1− ρ)2λ

+
Vstorage + Vram

BW ′′ · log2(1 + SNR′′)
+ +

PageSize ·ω · ceiling( Vram
PageSize ) · n

BW ′′ · log2(1 + SNR′′)

(21)

From this result, we can conclude that the influential factors affecting E2E delay can be both
positive and negative. As positive influential parameters it is relevant to refer: (a) Bandwidth:
This includes three different bandwidth values, the bandwidths of the upload and download
channels between the UE and the network attachment point, and the bandwidth between the source
and the target hosts in case of the occurrence of VM migration; (b) Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR),
including the SNR between the UE and the network and between the source and the target hosts of the
migration. This is usually negligible considering the medium between the nodes is commonly optical;
(c) The number of the servers executing the users’ tasks. In a virtualized environment, this number
represents the number of VMs. (d) The VM computing capability determined by the number of
processors used at the VM level and the processing speed.

While as negatively influential parameters it is relevant to consider: (a) VM sizing: including the
VM storage and VM memory size; (b) VM memory dirty rate; (c) Task input file size and output file
size; (d) Task length or the number of instructions needed to be executed for the task to be completed,
frequently measured in millions of instructions (MI).

Our problem formulation for the migration decision making takes into consideration the
aforementioned influential factors. More specifically, the VM’s commonality is exploited to reduce
the resources, which need to be provisioned for the migrated VM. Thus, increasing the number of
VMs hosted by the network nodes, hence the network will be able to accommodate more of the users’
demands, and with better QoS. Furthermore, the delay relationship obtained in Equation (21) can be
used to guarantee the delay restrictions correspondent to service type or defined in the SLA.

4. Resource Provisioning-Aware VM Allocation

A server hosting a VM has to purvey a certain amount of its computational resources to this VM,
such as processing capacity (CPU bandwidth), memory, network BW, and disk size.
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While provisioning network BW, storage and memory is a straightforward process,
CPU provisioning is somehow different as allocating CPU for a VM is realized by hypervisor virtual
CPU schedulers. Xen hypervisor project has several scheduling approaches such as Credit, Credit 2,
RTDS and ARINC653 [30]. The default is Credit, which assigns a weight to the VM and the underlying
scheduler allocates CPU bandwidth in proportion to the weight [31].

Our approach focuses on establishing an efficient dynamic mapping of virtual to physical
resources, optimized for MEC environments, where the VMs are exposed to the users’ movement
and may move in harmony among network nodes, or where user mobility may enable or create the
need for optimizations in the MEC environment. By choosing the server which can host the VM,
while provisioning minimum resources, we aim to increase the capacity of the edge virtualization
infrastructure, and thus accommodate users’ demands more efficiently than reference migration
models. In particular we focus on providing an improvement of strategies such as static deployments
and always migrate on user movement. Moreover, we aim to establish dynamic VM allocation in the
network helping to avoid underused as well as hotspot nodes.

In this section, three VM allocation cost problems are formulated. Using each of these approaches,
we evaluate if the host and VM deployments are more adequate than the others, in a environment
with strict, latency bound SLAs. The chosen host must realize the least resources provisioning for the
VM, while fulfilling the end to end delay limits in accordance with the SLA restrictions for that service.

To realize the least resource provisioning of a VM on a host, we consider the commonality between
the migrated VM and the VMs already allocated to the host, as well as the bandwidth attributed to the
communications between the migrated VM and the target host. Moreover, we take in consideration
the resources which can be freed when the migration is performed (as they will become internal,
RAM bounded, transfers). The VM allocation cost will differ as the sizing of a particular VM differs in
between hosts.

Following this strategy, three resource allocation cost problem formulations are presented. After its
description, we will present the impact of implementing a resource provisioning-aware migration
policy based on these costs, and will evaluate it against two reference approaches from the state of
the art.

4.1. Common Notations

For all three problem formulations, the same notations are used in order to increase readability.
Each host in the network is characterized by a set of resources {Hcpu, Hnet, Hsto, Hmem} representing
the host CPU processing capability measured in MHz or MIPS, the bandwidth measured in Mbps,
storage measured in GiB, and the memory measured in MiB, respectively.

The pre-existing VM on the host makes use of a determined amount of its resources,
i.e., CPU power, network, memory, and storage. The current allocation of these resources on the
host is denoted as Uh

cpu, Uh
net, Uh

sto, and Uh
mem. The available proportion of resources is thus given as

(1−U). The allocated and available resources are given as percentile values.
Meanwhile, the real amount of resources available on the host are referred to as {Acpu, Anet, Asto,

Amem}. The VM is characterized as {Vcpu, Vnet, Vsto, Vmem}, which expresses the resources sizing of
this VM. As a real network may have heterogeneous hosts, it is more realistic to consider that the
proportion of the server resources allocated to the VM will differ among the different hosts, as it is
subject to the host specifications. Thus, the VM resource allocation on the host h is denoted as Uv

cpu(h),
Uv

net(h), Uv
sto(h), and Uv

mem(h).

4.2. Use-Based Problem Formulation

VM sizing is considered static and based on VM runtime requirements, but the host resources
actually used by the VM on a virtualization host are volatile, and dependent on the pre-existing VMs,
as well as the provisioning policy carried out by the hypervisor or the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM).
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In this first cost formulation, we define a metric called the VM resource allocation cost (R) defined
in Equation (22).

R = wcpu ·
Vcpu

Acpu
+ wmem ·

Vmem − Cmem

Amem

+wsto ·
Vsto − Csto

Asto
+ wnet ·

Vnet

Anet + Cnet

(22)

where w is the weigh of the associated resource and can be configured by the network administrator.
Cmem is the common amount of memory between the candidate VM and the VMs already deployed

on the target host, measured in MB. Csto is the common amount of storage between the migrated VM
and the residing VMs on the target host.

As many services in a cloud computing environment call for communication between several
VMs deployed on different hosts, we assume that migrating a VM to a host can free a certain amount
of its network bandwidth. Thus, Cnet is the amount of the bandwidth freed in the case of migration.
The optimization problem is thus defined as in Equation (23).

min(R), subject to :

D < SLA− DelayLimit

Vcpu < Acpu

Vmem − Cmem < Amem

Vsto − Csto < Asto

Vnet < Anet + Cnet

(23)

4.3. Distance-Based Problem Formulation

For this formulation, the VM and the host states in terms of resources use are represented as
points of (Ucpu, Uram, Ustorage, Ubw) in a Cartesian coordinate system for a four-dimensional space.
The origin with the coordinates (0, 0, 0, 0) representing a host with all resources free, and (1, 1, 1, 1)
represents a host without any free resources. The VM is represented as a point V (Uv

cpu(h), Uv
mem(h),

Uv
sto(h), Uv

net(h)) between this two limits, and the unused resources of the host are represented as S
(Scpu, Smem, Ssto, Snet).

To evaluate the allocation efficiency, we used the euclidean distance between S and V. The greater
the distance, the better, as it indicates less resources will be provisioned for the VM on the
corresponding host. The distance is expressed as Equation (24), and the the optimization problem is
thus defined as Equation (25)

P =
√

∑ wr ∗ (Sr −Uv
r (h))2 (24)

where Sr = 1−Uh
r , wr is the weight of the resource (r), r ∈ {cpu, mem, sto, net}.

max(P), subject to :

D < SLA− DelayLimit

Uv
r (h) < 1−Uh

r

where r ∈ {cpu, mem, sto, net}
(25)
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4.4. Volume-Based Problem Formulation

Many representations and parameters have been proposed to express VMs and hosts in accordance
with their resource specifications. For example, Sandpiper [32] defines a metric called a volume to
express the virtual machine and the physical server as a three-dimensional object. The volume is
defined as the product of CPU, network, and memory loads stated in Equation (26).

Sandpiper− volume =
1

1−Ucpu
· 1

1−Umem
· 1

1−Unet
(26)

According to the formulation stated in Equation (26), the higher the use of a resource, the greater
the volume will be. A use volume metric was also defined in [33]. However, the definition is quite
different as it is defined as in Equation (27).

Volume = Ucpu ·Umem ·Unet. (27)

The total use volume metric defined in Equation (27) considers the virtual machine and the
physical servers to be a 3-D object with the memory, CPU, and network as dimensions while ignoring
the storage component presuming the VM migration to be in LAN network where the storage is shared.
As it is expected to have datacenters on the edge of the network in the MEC platform, it is more likely
to not have shared storage spanning across multiple Datacenters (DCs). Thus, the metric should be
altered to include the storage and represent the used volume of a four-dimensional virtual machine or
physical server, where the memory, storage, CPU, and network are the dimensions (Equation (28)).
The available volume of a host can be defined as in Equation (29).

UsedVolume = Ucpu ·Umem ·Unet ·Usto (28)

AvailableVolume = (1−Uh
cpu) · (1−Uh

mem) · (1−Uh
net) · (1−Uh

sto) (29)

For this problem formulation approach, we define a metric called VM resource provisioning,
which can be expressed as in Equation (30).

P =
VM UsedVolume

Host AvailableVolume
=

∏(Uv
r (h))

∏(1−Uh
r )

(30)

with r ∈ {cpu, memory, storage, network}.
The optimization problem is then defined as in Equation (31)

min(P), subject to:

Uv
r (h) < 1−Uh

r

D < SLA− DelayLimit

(31)

where r ∈ {cpu, mem, sto, net}

5. Evaluation

In this section, the proposed decision-making algorithms are evaluated, one is further evaluated
against two reference approaches, which are: static deployment (no migration), and the always
migrate strategy.
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5.1. Experimental Setup

For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the decision making policies proposed,
while allowing the creation of richer and larger dimension scenarios, we resorted to the well established
EdgeCloudSim [34] simulator.

Figure 2 illustrates the topology used for this evaluation. The scenario assumes a multi-tier
network managed by a single administrative domain. The tiers are: the base tier, which includes all
mobile devices; the second tier or the VE with a distributed edge orchestrator; and finally a global
cloud tier. This last tier would correspond to a compute ecosystem in a public cloud, outside the
telecom operation administrative domain.

Figure 2. Network topology.

Mobile users at the base tier are moving through the network following different paths and
crossing locations, which are assumed to have different attractiveness levels. The attractiveness level
affects the dwell time of the location, i.e., the time a mobile device spends in this place. Mobile users
are connected to the network via a wireless connection, and each user uses a certain service offloaded
to the edge infrastructure. Five types of services are distinguished in our scenario, where the main
difference lies in the amount of resources provisioned for the service VM, and its typical task profile.
These specifications are further detailed in Tables 1 and 2, and represent relevant tasks that can be
executed in a MEC environment. While they do not strictly correspond to commercial applications,
they can be seem as stereotypes of applications of a specific behaviour. The tasks are generated
according to a Poisson distribution via active/idle task generator model.

The VE tier consists of fourteen Edge Datacenters (EDCs) located in a region. For simplification,
we assume each EDC to encompass a single host with, but the results are valid for more complex
scenarios with multiple hosts as this host simply represents some computation capacity. EDCs can
reach the global cloud through a WAN connection with a propagation delay of 10 ms. This value
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was obtained by sampling key Telecom agnostic datacenters in Portugal, representing a computation
facility that is nearby, but outside the Telecom operator domain.

The global cloud represents global cloud servers typically provided by the cloud service providers
such as Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Amazon Web Services (AWS), or Microsoft Azure.

The edge orchestrator has updated information regarding the status of the edge servers and the
network resources. This orchestrator can be a centralized entity or it can be distributed, where each
EDC has an orchestration agent that monitors the resource use on the associated EDC and receives
information from the orchestration agents on the neighboring EDCs. In our scenario, the orchestrator is
the entity responsible for tasks scheduling, where the tasks from different users are sent to a rendezvous
point (such as load balancer) first, and then are forwarded to the corresponding VM. The selection of a
VM considers the existing pool and new VMs can be placed (new allocation or migration), depending
on the strategy employed as described in Algorithm 1. The migration decision is assisted every time a
user submits a task to the rendezvous point.

The simulation settings regarding the network hosts, applications and VMs sizing are detailed in
Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Hosts and VMs settings.

Entity CPU
(Pe × mips)

Ram
(Gb)

Storage
(Gb)

BW
(Mbps)

RAM
Commonality

%

Storage
Commonality

%

Edge Host (16× 10, 000) 12 300 - -
Augmented Reality (2× 7000) 1.5 40 40 10 40

Health App VM (1× 6000) 1 30 30 20 40
Heavy Computing App VM (3× 10, 000) 2 50 50 30 30

Infotainment APP VM (1× 5000) 1 20 25 50 15

Table 2. Applications settings.

App Active Period
(s)

Idle Period
(s)

Avg Data Upload
(KB)

Avg Data Download
(KB)

Avg Task Length
(MI)

Augmented Reality 40 20 1500 25 3000
Health App 45 90 20 1250 1000

Heavy Computing App 60 120 2500 200 4500
Infotainment App 30 45 25 1000 1500

The users are assumed to be using one of the following applications (a) Augmented reality
App: like a real time video processing with augmentation, where a stream of inertial data is sent,
a augmentation algorithm is used to provide further information, and a result is returned. (b) Health
App: such as a sports bracelet monitoring heartbeat or determining the sleep state, where chunks of
data are sent periodically and the return consists of another data object. (c) Heavy computation App:
like taking a picture, sending this picture to be used by a ML algorithm that identifies faces, objects or
landmarks, providing some data as a result. (d) Infotainment App: like searching for words or getting
pictures related to specific terms. Each VM in the network is associated to a single user and instantiated
or migrated in accordance to its user´ mobility and the migration policy deployed. Due to the
limitations in the simulation environment, the VMs and tasks specifications are determined to resemble
the different requirements of these applications to correspond in size to the simulator limitations.
Once again, the task specification should be considered as stereotypes for possible applications.

5.2. Experimental Results

We compare the proposed service migration strategies performance in regards to the UE
experienced delay to the performance of two reference approaches. The pseudocode of these algorithms
are illustrated in (Algorithm 1). Since several processes as well as tasks sizing are randomized,
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each simulation was executed 10 times, and all results in this paper are taken as the average results
from the different runs.

Algorithm 1: Migration Strategies Algorithms.
Result: Migrate or Don’t
EDCs Edge Datacenter;
U Mobile Users, R provisioning metric;
App={Augmented Reality, Health App, Heavy Computing App, Infotainment App};
for u ∈ U do

Select random App;
Generate App tasks T;
for t ∈ T do

if App VM on nearest EDC then
Submit t to VM on nearest EDC;
Current EDC =nearest EDC;

else
if App VM on neighboring EDC then

Submit t to VM on neighboring EDC;
Current EDC = neighboring EDC;
if Always Migrate then

Allocate the VM to the nearest EDC;
Deallocate VM from Current EDC;

end
if Provisioning aware Allocation then

D={nearest EDC, neighboring EDC};
Target EDC=Current EDC;
BestR= Current EDC R;
for edc ∈ D do

Compute R;
if R better than BestR then

Target EDC= edc;
end

end
if Target EDC != Current EDC then

Allocate VM on Target EDC;
Deallocate VM on the source;

end
end

else
Submit t to Global Cloud ;

end
end

end
end

In the case of always migrate approach, the service task is offloaded to the VM associated with
the mobile user. When this VM is not located on the host closest to the user, the migration will be
triggered to move the VM closer to the user in a reactive manner. When there is no VM associated
with the user on the VE tier, then the task will be offloaded to the global cloud provider.

In the never migrate approach, the tasks are offloaded to the VM corresponding to the mobile
user on the VE. When there is no associated VM on the edge, the tasks are offloaded to the global cloud
provider, Figure 3 demonstrates the average service delay experienced by mobile users when applying
the always migrate, never migrate, and provisioning based migration algorithms. More specifically,
it demonstrates the result of the use based problem formulation.
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Figure 3. Always, never, and provisioning-based migrations comparison.

Although different service typologies are used in the simulation scenario, all were evaluated,
for the sake of readability, only the delay experienced by a single service type depicted in Figure 4.
Similar results were obtained for the remaining service types.

Figure 4. Augmented reality average E2E delay for different algorithms.

Since implementing our methods calls for identifying a delay threshold, the SLA delay value
is chosen as three times the average E2E delay needed for the task of the corresponding type of
service. For example, for a single augmented reality task, the E2E delay is the summation of the
processing delay Equation (9) and communication delay Equation (6) and task scheduling delay which
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we considered to have a random value of 0.05 s. This value could be adjusted by a network provider
according to the latency bounds observed in its network, and should be considered as valid only for
relative comparisons. Thus, the SLA delay value for augmented reality is defined as 900 ms, which is
calculated according to Equation (32).

E2E = Dprocessing + Dcommunication + DtaskScheduling
E2E = (3000/(2× 7000)) + ((1500 + 25)/40, 000) + 0.05

≈ 0.3s
SLAlimit ≈ 0.9s

(32)

We observed that applying always migrate performs better when the number of devices in the
network is low. The provisioning-based approach attained results close to those of the always migrate
approach when the number of devices is low. However, it attained better results than both always
and never migrate algorithms when the network encompasses more devices as shown in Figures 3
and 4. Further inspections on these results showed that network delay was the dominant factor in
the experienced delay as shown in Figure 5. The network delay was almost static when applying
the provisioning-based migration. The network delay of the always and never migrate approaches
increased exponentially with the number of mobile users in the network. This was mainly due to the
existence of more traffic to be forwarded to far away nodes or to the global cloud in the case of never
migrate, as the users are going further away from their associated VMs. Figure 6 illustrates the rapid
increase of MAN and WAN delays when the number of nodes increases. Thus, emphasizing that more
traffic was forwarded to remote nodes or to the global cloud in the case of always migrate and never
migrate strategies.

Figure 5. Network average delay for different algorithms.

Similarly, we found the network delay to be the principal contributor to the delay witnessed in
the case of always migration when the number of devices is increased. This was due to the inefficient
use of resources, thus, the incapability of migrating all the VMs following their correspondent users.
As many migration processes were aborted due to the hosts resources limitation and the inability
to allocate enough resources to all migrating VMs. Therefore, more tasks were sent to the cloud or
to hosts farther away, resulting in higher network delay. Meanwhile, due to the efficient resource
use achieved when applying a provisioning-based migration algorithm, we found the number of
successful migrations to surpasses the number of successful migrations when applying always migrate.
This is further illustrated in Figure 7. This leads to satisfying users´ needs more adequately resulting in
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lower delay values. Although provisioning-based approach performed better than the two reference
algorithms, the results indicate that opting for always migrate strategy attains better results when
there are fewer number of mobile users in the network. In that case the network resources allow for
more VM migration requests to be executed successfully.

Figure 6. MAN and WAN average delay for different algorithms.

Figure 7. comparing always migrate and provisioning-based successful migrations numbers.

Figure 8, shows the results of comparing the three provisioning-aware approaches regarding the
user experienced delay in the case of augmented reality service. We observe that all three approaches
obtained similar results with a maximum difference of about 10 ms.
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Figure 8. Provisioning-based algorithms comparison.

The results obtained from the previous experiments also highlighted some essential issues.
For example, identifying the weight of the resource is of high importance. For the simulation scenario,
it was assumed that all resources have the same weight (1 in this case). However, we noticed that
the storage and memory were quickly exhausted on the hosts due to VM migrations, whereas the
BW and CPU were not consumed as fast. This creates a higher number of storage and memory
hotspots than BW or CPU hotspots. In a real deployment the exhaustion could target other metric
besides memory, but it remains the issue that one type of resource may be exhausted before others.
This intensifies the importance of identifying precise weights for the different resources, which is
normally the responsibility of the network manager, and maybe changed as a result of processing
monitoring data.

Furthermore, we carried out several tests with different application settings regarding the tasks
upload and download data. We noticed that, for applications with small data size to be transmitted
and when the Edge nodes are connected via high-speed connection compared to the data size, the static
placement was actually a good approach as for such applications the communication delay has little
effect on the overall end to end delay. Thus, forwarding the data from the serving edge node to
the computing edge node or to the global cloud has achieved better results than migrating the VM.
In fact, performing a migration leads to worsening the processing delay. Thus, in such cases, the static
placement performed better than both always migrate and provisioning-based migration. Static
placement, however, suffers from underused resources on the edge nodes and putting more pressure
on the core cloud.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we first formulated a mathematical model to compute the E2E delay experienced
by mobile users in a virtualized edge environment. Then, we proposed three dynamic VM allocation
cost problems with the attempt to realize the least resource provisioning for the VM on the host while
fulfilling the E2E delay limits in accordance with the SLA. The proposed policies are then compared
with two reference models namely, never migrate and always migrate. The results showed that
applying the proposed approaches can obtain better results particularly when the number of clients
increases. In future work, we plan to extend our work by investigating the ideal manner to identify
the resource weighs. Furthermore, we plan to perform a study to determine the optimal time interval
between the multiple executions of the migration decision process.
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